Urban Design

Aalto University Library offer various electronic journals and books for the benefit of a person interested in urban design. What’s also cool, is that you can browse these journals and books with e.g. your smart phone or tablet. Aalto IT Identifiers are required to access the electronic material.

Using journals is simple

1. Choose a journal from the journal list below by clicking its name
2. Choose go from the ‘Full text available via’ section. See also if there is an embargo period for the newest articles (e.g. the newest year is not available through the electronic subscription)

3. Provide your Aalto IT identifier
4. Start browsing or searching from the electronic journal

Tip: you can store the found PDFs on your mobile device by using different apps. See hints on how to do this

Journals on urban design

Journal of Urban Design
Urban Design International
Urban Design Update

Tip: one can search for electronic journals, also other material of urban design, through Nelliportaali (see the ‘Find e-journal function’ on top left)

E-books on urban design

Aalto University Library provides a large quantity of e-books for your use. There are many service providers whose platform differ significantly. Here are some direct links to e-books on urban design. Aalto IT Identifiers are required to access some of the electronic material. Some of the books below are freely available on the web.

UDM : Urban Design Management : opas käytäntöön / Antti Ahlava, Harry Edelman (toim.) (2007) - In Finnish (Aalto IT identifiers not needed)